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ABSTRACT

It is found that by invoking additional horizontal gauge symmetries

required to explain the generational structure the low energy standard super-

symmetric unified theories avoid the renormalizable unsuppressed baryon

number violating interactions in a natural way. Theories considered here

are anomaly-free by construction.

After the discovery of t.>;e W , Z gauge bosons, the standard Glash.ow-

Salam-Weinberg theory has now gained general acceptance, Serious attempts were

then made to extend the theory to include the strong interaction in a grand

unified theory (GUT). Although such theories successfully predicted several

low energy phenomena, specifically unifying the three coupling constants to one,

some serious problems still persisted. It wac then conjectured that extension

to supersymmetry car. cure at least one of these problems of GUTs, namely, the

gauge hierarchy problem [l]. The super-partners of the heavy bosons of the

theory protect the light scalars from obtaining quadratIcally divergent mass

corrections. But the bosonic super-partners of i;._,:- ordinary fermions allow

certain renormalijable, unsuppressed terms in the Lagrangian, They lead to

proton decay with a very fast rate. Hence attempts have been made to suppress

such unwanted terms [2,3]. The most satisfactory approach was due to Weinberg [3],

where an additional gauge symmetry G had been invoked (G = U(l) has been

considered as an example). This low energy enlarged symmetry group

EU(3),, x SU(2) * U(l)v x G, however, requires some additional particles to make
u L I

it anomaly free.

There is the universal problem of the unified theories that several

fermion generations have the same G-S-W substructure. Attempts have been made

to explain this generational problem by gauging another horizontal symmetry [4-8],

This In most cases, accounts for a natural Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mass matrix

for the quark sector and explains the existence of several distinct lepton numbers

and their mutual conservation. As yet, this theory has not been supersymraetrized.

In the present note, we study the effect of the supersymmetric extension of the

above theory on baryon non-conservations. We choose the low energy symmetry

group to be SU(3)C x 3U(2)L x U(l) y x G, or, SU(3) * SU(2) * U ( 1 ^ E *
 u d '

where G Is any acceptable horizontal symmetry group.

)
a—L

G,

The SU(3L X SU(2)_ x U(l)v invariant dangerous dim. h and dim, 5

interaction among the quark and lepton superfields, which can mediate baryon

decay in an enormous rate are the following [3,3]:
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W<J have used the notation of Weinberg [3] except that we have included the

right-handed neutrino vR, which is the spin-1/2 component of the chiral super-

field HR. This will allow us to extend this analysis to left-right symmetric

theories as well. He shall now consider the possible consequences of horizontal

symmetric theories on the operators. We shall also consider the dim. 6

operators.

dim. 6:

Ljl

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

The Horizontal gauge theories can become phenomenologically interesting,

i.e. if they remain exact even at lov energies. So, the operators which are

not invariant under the horizontal symmetric gauge group G will be
H

automatically suppressed in such theories. In the present work we consider
the gauge group

choice (a): 3U(3)n * SU(2)T x U(l)v * G,,
v b i n .

choice (b): SU(3) * SU(2) x SU(2)C * U(ll * G

and shall not discuss the possibility of number of generations greater than 3.

Let us first consider the minimal horizontal gauge group G,, E U(l) [It].

The phenomenological consequence of this model has already been studied

in the literature, and it is argued that this model fits naturally to two

generations, and in general, G = [U(l)] model fits with 2 generations.

Although this model cannot explain the three generational structure, still

for the sake of completeness we shall study its consequences in our present

work. Models with G S SU(2) with the fermions in the fur.lamental represen-

tation also suffer from similar drawbacks.

In the two generation U(l) symmetry scheme [li], the anomaly-free

condition, conservation of lepton numbers and the emergence of a proper

Cabibbo structure, led to a unique choice for the generator H of the

horizontal group U(l), which can be expressed as

where the (-) and {+) sign correspond to the first and second generation

respectively; B, L and Y are the baryon number, lepton number and weak

hypercharge, respectively. The corresponding quantum numbers are summarized

in Table I.

Substituting the H quantum numbers from Table I to the different

scalar superfields, entering Eqa.(la) and (lb), it now becomes obvious that

these operators are non-singlet under G^ = 11(1) and hence are not allowed.

Among the dim.5 operators, (2a) and (2b) are allowed when all the fields are

coming from the same generations, but Bose statistics forbid them. The only

dim.5 operator allowed in the theory is

(5)

Thus in theories without right-handed neutrinos, all the dim .5 operators are

ruled out. Dimension 6 operators are still allowed in this model. However,

choice (b) of the low energy theory will allow dim.5 (only (2c)) and all

dim.6 operators.

Now consider the horizontal symmetry group Gu ; SU(2) [5>6].
 I n this

n

case two different alternatives exist. This theory can accomodate both two

and three generational schemes. In the two generational scheme [5], the

fermions of different generations are accomodated in the fundamental represen-

tation, while in the three generational scheme [6], the fermions of different

representations are put in the triplet representation. In both the cases dim.lt

operators are ruled out for choice (b) only. But for choice (a), dim.'i

operators are ruled out only in the two generational scheme. In all the

cases, dim.5 and dim.6 operators are always allowed.

For the three generations of fermions, it has been noticed that

horizontal SU(3) gauge models with the fermions of three generations trans-

forming as fundamental triplet representation provide a natural mechanism for

suppressing flavour changing neutral currents [5]- But, since the triplet

representation of SU(3) is not anomaly free, we need to make the theory

vector-like. This can be done in two ways:

i) In the first case, one introduces the right-handed neutrino

and all the left- and right-handed particles of three generations are

H = + - [ Y + 2(B-L)1 (It)

-3-



required to transform as tr iplets of SU(3) and their charge conjugate as anti-

tr iplets [Fl].

i i ) The second ca.se corresponds to a new assignment which has been

proposed to us by Pati [9], [F2j. This class of fermion symmetry is motivated

most naturally in the context of maximal grand unification like SU(l6) [10].

In the present theory, all the left-handed fermions and antifermions and right-

handed mirror fermions and mirrorant Ifermions transform as triplet under

SU(3)W , and the rest of the fennions transform as antitriplet under SU(3),, .

The superscript VL stands for vector-like, to distinguish'it from the con-

ventional vectorial SU(3)j,. The present theory is chiral in both the fermionic

and mirror fermionic context, but as a whole i t is a vector-like theory and

hence i t is anomaly-free. This new model has the advantage over the con-

ventional SU(3)j, that this choice allows to construct partial grand unified

models like G * SU(3)U, where G = SU(5), SU(l6), etc;. Thus, this theory
II

can reproduce all the results of GUTs and in addition account for the

generational structure.

are forbidden, dim.U and dim.6 operators are all allowed and the theory is of

no practical importance in the present context. But for the choice (~a), both

dim.il and dim.5 operators are forbidden, still allowing dim.6 operators.

Thus we may conclude that the supersymmetric version of the low energy

SU(3L x SU(2) * U(lL x U(l) theory of two fermion families, proton decay
L L i n

o p e r a t o r s o f dim. >, 6 are o n l y a l l o w e d . The S U ( 3 L * SU(2) * U ( l ) D * U ( l L T

„ L L K B-Li
x SU(3)T. theory also possesses the above feature, and in addition accounts

n
for the three fermion families. The horizontal group SU(2) , however, requires

n

some additional symmetry to forbid dim.5 operators. The conventional SU(3)H

group does not allow proton decay at all. Hence, if proton decay is observed

in ongoing experiments then the most natural choice for anomaly-free low

energy theories of three fermion generations will be left-right symmetric

theories (at least in the neutral current sector) with horizontal symmetry

group SU(3),, and one has to look for the mirror fermions more seriously.
n

In the context of the present paper we shall now study the effect of

the horizontal symmetry groups SU(3),, and SU(3),, for choices (a) and (b) on

the baryon non-conserving operators of dim.^, 5 and 6. For the choice (a) ,

SU(3)i, allows only (lb) operator, which alone cannot mediate proton decay.

Thus th i s model does not allow proton decay at a l l . SU(3)H forbids a l l the

proton decay operators for choice (b) also. This is not in contradiction to

the ordinary grand unified theoretical concept, since the generators of SU(3L

do not commute with the generators of GUTs. Mow consider the horizontal
VT

group G^ = SU(3)U . For the choice (a), although dim.5 operators
H -H
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[Fl] This choice has already been discussed in the literature [7,8].

Chikashige, Glemini, Peccei and Roncadelli [8] has named this assignment

as "conventional SU(3),,", to distinguish it from another anomaly-free choice,

which they called "unconventional SU(3) ". But since the generators of the

unconventional SU(3),. does not commuLe with SU{2)T, we shall not consider

it here.

[F2] At least to our knovLedge, this kind of assignment for the family

symmetry, which is suggested straight forwirdiy by grand i;r! i fl cation raodels

with particle and aat ipai'l i clos in Lin; •: un--.1 iraLLiplet, haa t:ot !»?en

considered in the 1 i turalLire ,
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